
Alex
Stocking
3D Artist

alexstocking.weebly.com
260-249-4154
Alex.I.Stocking@gmail.com

Proficient with ZBrush, Maya, and Photoshop. Skilled in Substance 
Painter and Unreal Engine 4
Experienced at sculpting high resolution assets and characters
Creating low resolution meshes to bake hi-res detail onto
Creating models with clean topology that can easily be rigged
and animated later on
Skilled at UV Mapping, texturing, and baking
Traditional art training and background

Skills:

Cosmic Soup - Intern,  2012 - 2013
3201 Broadway, Fort Wayne, IN 46807
(260) 745-1662, www.cosmicsoupdigital.com

Education:

An intern job I had during my junior year of college. It was my first 
experience working with clients and managing projects in the motion 
graphic industry. I worked under the creative director and created
energetic videos with After Effects that were played during sports games 
to get the crowd excited.

Work Experience:

University of Saint Francis, School of Creative Arts

References:

Bachelor of Computer Art - 2014

Matt Wilson - Creative Director at Sound Ideas
(260) 409-2589     matt@getsoundideas.com

Matt White - Instructor of Computer Art at University of Saint Francis
(260) 399-7999 (Ext 8022)     mwhite@sf.edu

Ken Furniss - Owner of Cosmic Soup
(260) 745-1662

Sound Ideas - 3D Generalist - 2014 - 2015
5978 S 600 E, Columbia City, IN 46725
(260) 247-2860, www.getsoundideas.com

A contract job that lasted around six months. I worked in Cinema 4D 
and created medical animations that illustrated new tools, implants, and 
procedures for companies like Depuy and Stryker. Also worked quite a 
bit in After Effects and created both instructional and exciting videos 
that showed off new product lines to investors and the like.

Learned traditional and fundamental art techniques in classes such 
as drawing and sculpture in the first years, and then learned to apply 
those techniques while learning the basics of the 3D pipeline later on.

Interests:
Gaming

Art history, specifically Baroque

Math and Technology

Writing 

Running


